LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY 1/8" DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MATERIALS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & LOAD.
3. VOLUMES IN GALLONS MARKERS IN 10 GALLON INCREMENTS UP TO 90 GALLONS.

REV "B" ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 2/11/03 CKJB
REV "C" ADDED NOZZLE BY MBW 2/23/00 CKDR
REV "D" REVISED CAPACITY CHART BY MBW 2/22/00 CKDR
REV "A" ADDED RADIUS BY MBW 2/22/00 CKDR

CMI TITLE
115 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK